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Summary
With the need and adoption of link aggregation where multiple links exist be-
tween two adjacent nodes in order to increase transmission capacity between
them, there arise the problems of service guarantee and fair sharing of multi-
ple servers. Although a lot of significant work has been done for single-server
scheduling disciplines, not much work is available for multi-server scheduling
disciplines. In this thesis, two Round Robin based multi-server schedul-
ing disciplines which are Multi-Server Uniform Round Robin (MS-URR) and
Multi-Server Deficit Round Robin (MS-DRR) are presented and investigated.
In particular, their service guarantees and fairness bounds are analysed. Fur-
ther more, the misordering problem with MS-DRR is discussed and a bound
for its misordering probability is presented. Factors affecting misordering
probability are also investigated. Finally, solutions are proposed to deal with
misordering.
It is found that although multi-server can increase overall capacity, it is
not as efficient as single-server. Thus, multi-server is better to be used when
the capacity of a single server is not enough to accommodate traffic or trans-
mission survivability is concerned. As to MS-URR and MS-DRR, by math-
ematical reasoning, it is proved that both of them belong to Latency-Rate
(LR) servers. Since they are both LR servers, end-to-end service guarantee
iv
Summary v
and delay bound can be provided even when MS-URR or MS-DRR is used
with other LR servers in a network.
In multi-server schedulers, the misordering problem can happen, which
can cause packets dropped or throughput decreased. Thus, it should be
avoided in the network. In the thesis, we discuss the cause of misordering and
its possible side effects on network performance. Further more, we propose
two approaches to deal with this problem.
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In recent years, it has been both the trend and requirement for the Internet
to be able to provide multiple types of services. In addition to those tradi-
tional services such as WWW, email and ftp, Internet users now have a great
demand for some “colorful” services which can bring some vivid contents like
sound, images and video to their ends. Some applications are hence devel-
oped to meet the needs of consumers, among which are IP telephony, online
video conference and VoD(Video on Demand). These services or applications
have different quality of service (QoS) requirements. For example, multime-
dia applications such as IP telephony and online video broadcast are highly
delay and jitter sensitive, and thus require small delay and delay jitter. In
contrast, those data-oriented applications as WWW and FTP generally do
not have strict requirements on delays but do have stringent requirement of
1
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lossless performance. To meet these different QoS requirements, resources
like bandwidth and buffer need to be well managed in routers or switches.
Scheduling is an important mechanism to allocate bandwidth to traffic flows
and manage packet delay in a router.
The traditional FIFO (First In First Out) scheduling discipline, which is
widely deployed in the present Internet, is unfair and unable to realize QoS.
With a FIFO scheduler, the more packets from a connection in the queue,
the more bandwidth the connection can grab. Because of the fault, some ill-
behaved sources can send as much as possible to intentionally sabotage the
whole network or capture an arbitrarily high percentage of bandwidth. Thus,
it is possible that some connections with high priority cannot get enough
bandwidth they should get. Another problem with FIFO is that packets in a
FIFO queue generally cannot be guaranteed a delay bound. Since packets are
served in the First In First Out order, a packet can only be sent after all the
packets before it are served. If there are many packets already in the queue,
the queueing delay would be nontrivial. Even more, ill-behaved sources can
cram a FIFO queue with their packets making packets from well-behaved
sources dropped before entering it. Thus, some delay or delay jitter sensitive
service like IP telephony cannot be supplied with good quality of service in
a FIFO environment.
Therefore, more discriminating and sophisticated scheduling disciplines
are needed to provide separation between competing connections. To date,
there have been many scheduling disciplines proposed to realize fair queueing
in order to share a single link fairly, like WFQ [1][2], WF2Q [3], DRR [4],
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etc. All the fair disciplines try to allocate bandwidth fairly, provide service
guarantee and protect flows from ill-behaved sources (since there have been
many names for the meaning of service disciplines in the literature, such as
scheduler, scheduling algorithms, they are used interchangeably in the the-
sis). Compared with FIFO which has only one queue for all the flows, a
fair scheduler maintains separate queues for either an individual flow or an
aggregate flow. This can help prevent encroachment among flows. Packet
service disciplines allocate three kinds of resources to competing connections
in a switch or router, which are bandwidth, promptness and buffer space [5]
by determining the service order for packets from different queues. The
three resources received by connections in turn determine the performance
of throughput, delay and loss rate respectively. In other words, service dis-
ciplines play an important role in providing QoS in routers and even in an
entire network.
Service disciplines can be classified as either work-conserving or nonwork-
conserving. In a work-conserving discipline, the server is always busy if there
are packets waiting in the queues. In contrast, a nonwork-conserving disci-
pline assigns each packet an eligibility time. Even if there are packets being
queued but if no packet reaches its eligibility time, the server does not trans-
mit packets. WFQ(PGPS) [1], WF2Q [3], SCFQ [6], URR [7] and DRR [4]
are all work-conserving disciplines. Nonwork-conserving service disciplines
include Jitter-EDD [8], RCSP [9], etc. Service disciplines can also be classi-
fied into four categories according to their mechanisms to provide service and
fairness guarantee. The first category is Virtual Time based Fair Queueing.
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WFQ, WF2Q and SCFQ belong to this category. In this kind of disciplines,
packets are scheduled according to the virtual time assigned to them. The
second category is Round Robin based Fair Queueing including DRR, URR,
WRR [10], etc. Disciplines of this kind serve competing flows in a Round
Robin manner. The third category is Earliest Due Date (EDD) based. In
this category, each packet is assigned a deadline and served in the increas-
ing order of deadlines. Delay-EDD and Jitter-EDD belong to this category.
The last category is Priority based. Priority based disciplines classify pack-
ets into different priorities. High priority packets are given preference, vice
versa. Strict Priority is in this category.
Service disciplines can provide per-hop bandwidth guarantee and delay
bound guarantee given the traffic characteristics. To provide end-to-end ser-
vice guarantee, two Internet service architectures have been proposed, i.e.
the IntServ model and the DiffServ model. Both IntServ and DiffServ pro-
vide service classification and define several service models. Within IntServ
and DiffServ architecture, local service disciplines can cooperate to provide
network wide service guarantee, which is especially beneficial to those delay
and delay jitter sensitive services.
All the work described above focuses on sharing a single link or server
and it has been well dealt with by the service disciplines and models men-
tioned above. However, there arises a new problem: With the dramatic
increase of Internet service users in recent years and the emergence of many
multimedia applications which carry large amount of information, Internet
traffic grows explosively. A single link may not have sufficient capacity to
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accommodate such huge amount of traffic. To solve this problem, “link
aggregation” which combines multiple links to increase transmission capac-
ity was proposed. For example, in IEEE 802.3ad (now part of IEEE 802.3
Standard [11]), link aggregation in Ethernet is specified. In the rest of the
thesis, the term “server” is adopted instead of “link”, because “server” is
a more generalized term. Thus, link aggregation is a typical use of multi-
server. Another possible application of multi-server is in optical networks.
With DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing) adopted in such
networks, where each wavelength in an optical fiber can be regarded as a
“server”, an optical cross connector (OXC) may apply multi-server schedul-
ing to efficiently utilize bandwidth. In addition to networks, multi-server
system can also be applied to other fields, such as computer architecture.
With the emergence and adoption of multi-server systems, how to pro-
vide QoS in multi-server becomes a focus of research. There are two major
differences between single-server scheduler and multi-server scheduler. First,
multi-server scheduler differs from single-server scheduler in the number of
servers and service rate. As a result, existing research results of single-server
disciplines cannot be simply applied to multi-server cases. Therefore, to
find out the properties of scheduling in multi-server, independent investiga-
tion work on multi-server scheduling disciplines is necessary and important.
For this reason, the work in this thesis focuses on investigating fair queue-
ing disciplines applied in multi-server and tries to find out the difference of
the same kind of scheduling algorithms when working in different manner,
i.e. single-server and multi-server. Particularly, we present two Round Robin
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based scheduling disciplines which are applied to multi-server, namely Multi-
Server Uniform Round Robin (MS-URR) and Multi-Server Deficit Round
Robin (MS-DRR).
Round Robin based multi-server fair queueing disciplines are considered
in the thesis because Virtual Time based fair queueing disciplines have high
complexity and thus may not be suitable for implementation in high speed
networks. For example, MSFQ [12], a Virtual Time based multi-server sched-
uler, has complexity of O(n) which is proportional to the number of flows
in the server. Although there are various Virtual Time based disciplines
approximating WFQ with less complexity which may be extended to the
multi-server case, their complexities are still in the order of O(log(n)) [24]
[25]. When the number of flows is very large as is usually the case in high-
speed networks, the complexity could still become too high to implement. In
contrast, Round Robin based disciplines have low complexity, e.g. DRR and
MS-DRR have only O(1) complexity which is constant and does not increase
as the number of flows increases. For this reason, although as proved in the
literature (e.g. see [15]) and reviewed in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 that Virtual
Time based fair queueing disciplines usually give better delay upper bounds
and other service guarantees than those provided by round robin based fair
queueing disciplines, the thesis focuses on extending single-server round robin
based disciplines to multi-server.
Another difference between single-server scheduler and multi-server sched-
uler is that multi-server scheduling may have misordering problem. The mis-
ordering problem can happen in multi-server when the multi-server scheduler
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is work conserving and packet sizes are different, no matter the scheduler is
Virtual Time based or Round Robin based. In fact, in [12], misordering has
already been identified as an inherent problem of MSFQ but no approach
is introduced in [12] to address this problem. One major negative impact
of misordering is that depending on the receiver’s design, some misordered
packets may not be used or thought to be dropped by the receiver and conse-
quently the performance of the user application could be adversely affected.
One example for this is TCP. Because of misordering, some misordered pack-
ets can be treated to be dropped by a TCP connection and make the TCP
sender mistake that congestion has happened in the network. As a result,
the throughput of this TCP connection could be reduced significantly. More
discussion and results on this will be provided in Chapter 3.
In the thesis, two round robin based multi-server disciplines are inves-
tigated and their service guarantees are derived. In particular, it is proved
that MS-URR and MS-DRR also belong to Latency-Rate servers [14] [15]. In
addition, both MS-URR and MS-DRR are proved to be fair in guaranteeing
that the normalized bandwidth allocated to any two backlogged flows in any
interval is roughly equal or the difference is bounded [6]. For misordering,
the thesis discusses the problem and derives a bound for the misordering
probability given the packet size distribution of a flow. Finally, solutions are
proposed to eliminate misordering in multi-server scheduling.
Figure 1.1 shows the model of a multi-server scheduler as used in [12],
which is also adopted in the thesis. In the model, we assume that there are
N (N > 1) servers and all the servers, numbered from 1 to N , have the same






























Figure 1.2: Single-server scheduler model
capacity of C. Clearly, the total capacity of the multi-server scheduler is NC.
Although the number of servers is larger than 1, the mechanism used by the
multi-server scheduler to determine the order of serving packets keeps the
same as its single-server scheduler counterpart as shown in Figure 1.2. This
means that it chooses flows for service in the same way as its single-server
scheduler counterpart.
As discussed above, the differences between single-server scheduler and
multi-server scheduler are summarized as follows:
1. Multi-server scheduler has multiple servers, while, single-server scheduler
has only one.
2. A packet can only be transmitted through one of the servers of multi-
server scheduler. Because of this, the service rate of multi-server provied to
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its inputs can be less than NC. However, the service rate of single-server is
always NC.
3. Packets from different flows or different packets from the same flow can
be transmitted simultaneously in the multi-server scheduler. As a result,
packets from the same flow may be misordered with multi-server scheduling.
1.2 Single-Server Fair Queueing Disciplines
This section introduces some single-server fair queueing disciplines.
1.2.1 WFQ Based Fair Queueing Disciplines
WFQ is an approximation to GPS (Generalized Processor Sharing). Suppose
there are n connections in a GPS server and each connection is assigned
a positive real weight φi. Let W
GPS
i (τ, t) be the amount of service that
connection i received during interval (τ, t). If connection i is backlogged in








GPS is an ideal model and has the best fairness in the sense that the
services received by any two backlogged flows are propotional to their allo-
cated service rates. In other words, its fairness measure (FM) parameter
(to be defined in Definition 1) is equal to zero. Despite the desirable merit,
GPS is not implementable since it requires that a traffic flow can be infinites-
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imally divisible which is impossible in a packet switching network. However,
because of the perfectness of GPS, many packet based service disciplines are
designed aiming to approximate it, among which WFQ or PGPS [1] is a
well-known one.
WFQ emulates GPS in the form that it uses the times when packets
finish services in GPS, i.e. “finish times”, as references. Each packet is
stamped with a virtual finish time as it arrives at the scheduler and packets
are served in the increasing order of finish times. To compute the virtual
finish time for each packet, WFQ has to maintain a virtual time V (t) which
is reset to zero whenever the server is idle. For any busy period (tj−1, tj)
where j is an integer and j > 1, if the set of backlogged connections during
the period, say Bj, is fixed, V (t) evolves as follows [1]:
V (0) = 0




τ ≤ tj − tj−1, j = 1, 2, 3, ...
With the definition of V (t), the packet finish times can be obtained. Let
Ski and F
k
i be the virtual times when the kth packet of connection i begins
and finishes service respectively, and suppose the kth packet has length of
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Lki and arrives at the time a
k
i . Then [1],
F 0i = 0
Ski = max{F
k−1
i , V (a
k
i )}






Since WFQ is an approximation of GPS, it allocates bandwidth fairly
to connections in the sense that the amount of service that any connection
can get in a period in WFQ cannot be one maximum packet less than the
connection can get in GPS. Let W GPSi (0, τ) be the amount of the service
that connection i receives in GPS in the period (0, τ), and let W WFQi (0, τ)
be the amount of service that connection i receives in WFQ in (0, τ), then the




i (0, τ) ≤ Lmax.
Because of the fairness of WFQ , well-behaved connections can be separated
from ill-behaved connections.
Given the traffic characteristic of an input connection, for example, leaky
bucket constrained, WFQ can guarantee a delay bound for the packets of the
connection. Suppose connection i is leaky bucket constrained with parameter
(σi, ρi), where ρi defines the long term average traffic rate of the connection
and σi reflects the maximum traffic bursts allowed for the connection. Then,
the delay that a packet of connection i can experience in the switching node
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where C is the capacity of the output link.
If all the nodes in a network adopt WFQ as scheduler and the traffic of
a connection conforms to leaky buckets constraint (σi, ρi). Then, end-to-end










where m is the number of nodes on the route and Cj is the capacity of the
output link of the jth node.
As shown above, WFQ can provide both fairness and delay bound. How-
ever, the complexity of WFQ is high. In order to get packet virtual finish
times, WFQ needs to keep track of the set of backlogged connections Bj.
If there are n backlogged connections in the scheduler, the work that WFQ
needs to select a packet for transmission is O(n), which is proportional to
the number of backlogged connections, i.e. n. Although some various WFQ
version can reduce the complexity to O(log(n)), the complexity still increase
with n. High complexity is undesirable in high speed routers.
Besides the complexity, WFQ has another problem. It has been shown
above that WFQ cannot fall behind GPS in terms of amount of services
by one maximum size packet. However, packets can be served much earlier
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by WFQ than GPS, which makes WFQ not so fair. Consider the following
example: At time 0, there are 8 active connections and each is assigned a
dedicated queue, as shown in Figure 1.3(a). At the time, Q1 has 8 packets
queued and each of the other queues has 1 packet queued. All the packets
have the same size of 1. Suppose the link capacity is 1 and Q1 is assigned a
service rate of 0.5 and each of the other 7 queues is guaranteed service rate of
0.5/7. If the server is GPS, then all the packets in the system will be served
in the way as shown in Figure 1.3(b). It takes 2 time units for GPS to serve a
packet from Q1 and 14 time units to serve a packet from other queues. Since
WFQ serve packets in the increasing order of their finish times in GPS, then
all the packets are served in the way as shown in Figure 1.3(c) if the server is
WFQ. In this case, 7 packets of Q1 have been served at time 7; however, no
packet from other queues is served then. Thus, packets can be served much
earlier by WFQ than GPS and WFQ is not fair in this sense.
To solve the problem, WF2Q [3] is proposed. At a time point, WF2Q
only considers the set of packets that have started (and possibly finished)
service in the referenced GPS system instead of selecting an eligible packet
from all the packets at the server as in WFQ. In the case mentioned above,
if the server is WF2Q, then the packets are served in the way as shown in
























































(d) WF2Q Service Order
Figure 1.3: WF2Q’s improvement over WFQ
where Li,max is the maximum packet size of connection i. WF
2Q provides
the same packet delay bound as WFQ.
1.2.2 Round Robin Based Fair Queueing Disciplines
Since MS-URR and MS-DRR disciplines are investigated in the next chapter,
it is necessary to take a close look here at how URR and DRR work in single-
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server.
URR: Uniform Round Robin (URR) [7] is a single-server scheduling
discipline with O(1) complexity. It is designed to be used in networks with
fixed size packets, such as ATM networks. It is actually a special case of
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) [10] which adopts a uniform time slot allo-
cation algorithm. In URR, time is slotted with each slot having fix length
δ = Lc/C, where Lc is the packet size and C is the capacity of the server
which is in terms of bit/sec, and at most R slots can be shared by all flows in
a round. Time slots in URR are numbered from 0 when a new round starts
and end with number R − 1, as shown by Figure 1.4. Let vdi be the number
of slots assigned to flow i between slot 0 and slot d. For 0 ≤ d ≤ R − 1, vdi




vd−1i + 1 if slot d is assigned to flow i
vd−1i otherwise.
vdi is used in the uniform slot allocation algorithm to select a flow to which
a time slot will be assigned. At the assignment of slot d (0 ≤ d ≤ R − 1) in
a round, let ρi be the service rate allocated to flow i and Ed be the eligible
set of flows which satisfy vd−1i /ri ≤ d, where ri is the normalized service
rate allocated to flow i and ri = ρi/C. The algorithm chooses a flow k from
Ed which satisfies (v
d−1
k + 1)/rk = mini∈Ed{(v
d−1
i + 1)/ri}. In case there are
several flows having the equal smallest value, a flow with smallest k is chosen.
There is an important property with URR which is used in the next







Figure 1.4: Single-server URR slots
chapter for the proof of Lemma 2.1 in the thesis. It is Theorem 1 of [7] which
is quoted in the following:
Let wi be the number of slots assigned to flow i in a round, and
let slot si,k in a service round (0 ≤ si,k ≤ R − 1) be the kth slot
(1 ≤ k ≤ wi) assigned to flow i. Then, si,k is bounded as
(k − 1)/ri ≤ si,k < k/ri.
Note that, the above result relies on the assumption that
∑n
i=1 ρi ≤ C,
which is also made throughout the whole thesis. With the uniform slot
allocation algorithm described above, URR can make the slots assigned to a
flow placed uniformly in a round, which improves fair share of service with
other flows and decreases burstiness [7].
DRR: Like URR, Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [4] is another single-
server scheduling discipline which needs only O(1) work to process a packet.
In DRR, deficit refers to the number of bytes which the scheduler owed a
queue in the last round. Specifically, it is the difference between the number
of bytes which can be sent by a queue in a round and the number of bytes
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having been sent from the queue in the round. In DRR, each queue i is as-
signed a quantum of Qi bytes in a round. Suppose DRR with server capacity
C can supply at most F bytes to be shared by all flows in a round, then
∑n
i=1 Qi ≤ F must be satisfied. Qi indirectly reflects the long term average
service rate which flow i can get, i.e. ρi = QiC/F . A deficit counter Di is
assigned to the queue to record the deficit and is set to 0 initially. Qi + Di
limits the total number of bytes that queue i can send in a round. A queue
i being in service is allowed to send packets only if it is not empty and its
next packet size is not larger than Qi + Di − Si, where Si is the number of
bytes having been sent by the queue in the round. This makes the deficit
always not negative. When the queue is unable to send packets because it is
empty, Di is reset to 0; otherwise, Di is updated by Qi + Di − Si. Then, the
scheduler turns to the next queue i + 1.
From the description above, it is obvious that at the end of a round,
0 ≤ Di < Lmax, since, otherwise, flow i is still allowed to send a packet,
which contradicts with the end of a round. For flow i, let Ti[k, l] be the
amount of service it can receive from the beginning of the kth round to the
end of lth (l ≥ k) round. Then, Ti[k, l] can be determined as follows [4]:





where Dxi is the deficit counter of flow i at the end time of the xth round.
For the total amount of traffic that DRR can serve (including all the flows)
from the beginning of the kth round to the end of lth round, if denoted as
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T [k, l], then T [k, l] can be obtained as follows [16]:







where n is the number of flows in the server.
1.3 Analysis of Fair Queueing Disciplines
To evaluate fair queueing disciplines, some indices must be taken into ac-
count, such as fairness guarantee, throughput guarantee and delay bound
guarantee. In this section, we introduce some measures and service models
for analysis of queueing disciplines, which can be used to describe these guar-
antees. These measures and models will be used for analyzing MS-URR and
MS-DRR.
1.3.1 Fairness Guarantee
Fairness is one of the important indices to evaluate schedulers. The more
fair a scheduler is, the more the scheduler can protect well-behaved flows
from ill-behaved flows. GPS is the fairest and thus one fairness measure is
to use GPS as reference and compare a scheduler with GPS in terms of the
normalized service that a flow can get in a period. “Normalized” means that
the amount of service received by a connection, say connection i, is divided
by its allocated service rate ρi. The fairness bound described by this kind of
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fairness measure is also called “Absolute Fairness Bound” [13]. For example,




















In this thesis, another fairness measure, “Relative Fairness Bound” which
is introduced in [6], is adopted to describe the fairness guarantee provided by
MS-URR and MS-DRR. The Relative Fairness Bound is defined as follows [6]
[13]:
Definition 1: Consider a scheduler S. Let W Si (t1, t2) denote the amount
of service received by flow i in (t1, t2) and ρi is the allocated service rate. If the
difference between the normalized services received by any two backlogged
flows i and j during any time interval (t1, t2) is bounded, i.e. |W
S
i (t1, t2)/ρi−
W Sj (t1, t2)/ρj| ≤ FM , where FM is a constant. Then, S provides a relative
throughput fairness bound FM.
Both URR and DRR are fair disciplines in the sense that they can
provide a Relative Fairness Bound. The Relative Fairness Bound of URR
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1.3.2 Latency-Rate Guarantee
Chapter 2 will show that the two multi-server disciplines, i.e. MS-URR
and MS-DRR, both belong to Latency-Rate (LR) servers [14]. Latency-Rate
server is a general model for analysis of traffic scheduling algorithms and the
behavior of a LR server is determined by two parameters, i.e. the latency
and the allocated service rate.
Definition 2: A burst period of a flow is defined as the maximum
time interval (τ, τ ∗], such that for any time t ∈ (τ, τ ∗], packets of the flow
arrive with rate greater than or equal to the service rate allocated to the flow
[15].
Definition 3: A backlogged period for a flow is a period of time
during which packets belong to the flow are continuously queued in the sys-
tem [14].
With burst period defined, LR server is defined as follows [14] [15]:
Definition 4: Let τ be the starting time of a burst period of flow i in
a scheduler S and τ ∗ the time at which the last bit of traffic which arrived
during the burst period leaves the server. Then, scheduler S belongs to class
LR if and only if a nonnegative constant LSi can be found such that, at every
instant t in the interval (τ, τ ∗], W Si (τ, t) ≥ max(0, ρi(t − τ − L
S
i )). Here, ρi
is the service rate allocated to flow i, and the nonnegative constant LSi is
defined as the latency of the server.
There are many service disciplines that can be classified as LR servers,
for instance, WFQ, WF2Q, URR and DRR. WFQ and WF2Q have the same






. URR is a LR server with latency less than or equal
to 2Lc
ρi
, and DRR’s latency is 3F−Qi
C
1.
There is a useful property with LR servers: In a heterogenous network
where different kinds of service disciplines are adopted in the routers, if those
service disciplines all belong to LR servers, then end-to-end delay bound
can be guaranteed given the input traffic characteristics at the first node.
With this property, Internet service providers are allowed certain freedom
to choose their preferred service disciplines within the LR server set while
guaranteeing the end-to-end delay bound at the same time. For example,
as mentioned above, WFQ networks can provide an end-to-end delay bound
for leaky bucket constrained flows; however, it is required that all the nodes
along the route implement WFQ. With the property of LR servers, end-to-
end delay bound can be guaranteed even though some of the nodes do not
implement WFQ but other Latency-Rate servers.
To prove that a service discipline belongs to LR servers, the activities
of the scheduler have to be analyzed in a burst period of a flow. However, it
would be complicated to do so in a burst period. An important result, which
is Lemma 7 in [14], allows us to do analysis in a backlogged period instead
of burst period and decide whether a scheduler is a LR server. The Lemma
7 of [14] is quoted as follows:
Let (si, ti] denote an interval of time during which connection i





what is shown here. This latency value 3F−2Qi
C
is obtained based on Lemma 3.10 in [16].
However, the proof of Lemma 3.10 in [16] requires further examination on its accuracy and
what can follow correctly from this proof is the latency value 3F−Qi
C
, for details, please
refer to the Appendix.
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is continuously backlogged in server S. If the service offered to
the packets that arrived in the interval (si, ti] can be bounded at
every instant t, (si < t ≤ ti) as
Wi(si, t) ≥ max(0, ρi(t− si − L
S
i )),
then S is a LR server with a latency less than or equal to LSi .
This lemma is used in the later chapter to prove that MS-URR and MS-DRR
are LR servers.
1.4 Contribution
The contributions of the thesis can be outlined as follows. First, two Round
Robin fair queueing based multi-server scheduling disciplines, which are MS-
URR and MS-DRR, are presented and investigated. While there is a lot
of work available for single-server scheduling disciplines, no much work has
been conducted for multi-server scheduling disciplines which investigate how
to provide QoS in multi-server. The work investigating WFQ applied in
multi-server case was conducted in [12]. However, since the complexity of
WFQ is high, it may not be suitable for high speed networks. [25] presents
the generalization of virtual time based multi-server scheduling disciplines.
However, its focus is on end-to-end delay and does not investigate the fairness
of such a multi-server fair queueing scheduling discipline. In the thesis, we
propose to apply URR and DRR in multi-server, i.e. MS-URR and MS-DRR,
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for round robin is easy to implement. The analysis of MS-URR and MS-DRR
in the thesis shows that they are fair servers and can provide service guarantee
to flows. This implies that MS-URR and MS-DRR can be implemented in
multi-server system to realize fair queueing and provide service guarantee.
Second, the misordering problem with multi-server scheduling disciplines
is discussed in the thesis. Although misordering in multi-server was men-
tioned in [12], no further work has been done. [25] proposes several ap-
proaches to eliminate the increase in end-to-end delay due to misordering,
however, these approaches are designed for virtual time based multi-server
schedulers. Specifically, they need virtual times to coordinate the behavior of
multi-server schedulers along the path of a flow. Since round-robin disciplines
do not have virtual times as virtual-time based disciplines, these approaches
are not applicable to round robin based multi-server schedulers. Moreover,
our work only focuses on Single-Node case. In the thesis, we explain the
cause of misordering and discuss the possible negative effect of misordering
on network performance such as throughput. Further, we derive a bound
on misordering probability given the packet size distribution of a flow, from
which the maximum misordering probability can be predicted.
Finally, the thesis is finished by proposing some methods to eliminate
or alleviate the misordering problem.
Based on the work in this thesis [17], the following paper has been ac-
cepted:
Haiming Xiao and Yuming Jiang, “Analysis of Multi-Server Round
Robin Scheduling Disciplines”, IEICE Trans. Commun., vol.
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E87-B, no. 12, pp. 3593-3602, Dec. 2004.
1.5 Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the analysis
of MS-URR and MS-DRR and some properties of MS-URR and MS-DRR
derived which include service guarantee and fairness bound. Chapter 2 is the
focus of the thesis. Chapter 3 discusses the misordering problem with MS-
DRR and its side effect, and then presents some simulation results. Chapter





This chapter first reviews the multi-server scheduling model and some related
work on multi-server scheduling. Then the analysis of MS-URR and MS-DRR
is presented. Table 2.1 summarizes the notations that are used throughout
the chapter.
2.1 Multi-Server Scheduling Model and Re-
lated Work
We adopt the multi-server scheduling model as described in the first chapter
to analyze multi-sever scheduling disciplines. As shown in Figure 1.1, there
25
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Table 2.1: Notations used in Chapter 2
General N number of servers in the scheduler
n number of ows sharing the servers
C the capacity of one server
ρi service rate allocated to ow i
WSi (τ, t)
amount of service received by ow i in scheduler S in the
period (τ, t)
WS(τ, t) amount of trac served by scheduler S in the period (τ, t)
MS-URR Lc
the size of packets in a network where all packets have the
same size
related R
the number of time slots supplied by one server in a service
round
δ interval of a time slot, equal to Lc/C
wi number of slots assigned to ow i in a service round
ri(≤ 1) normalized service rate allocated to ow i
MS-DRR Lmax the maximum packet size in the network
related Qi the quantum assigned to ow i in a round
Di the decit counter for the queue of ow i
F
the maximum amount of trac that can be served by one
server in a service round
are N (N > 1) servers in the multi-server model and each server, numbered
from 1 to N , has the same capacity of C. The total capacity of the multi-
server scheduler is NC. Although the number of servers is larger than 1,
the mechanism used by the multi-server scheduler to determine the order
of serving packets keeps the same as its single-server scheduler counterpart
which is shown in Figure 1.2.
Although in our model multi-server schedulers have the same mechanism
to select packets for transmission as their single-server counterpart and the
overall server capacity is also the same, multi-server schedulers do not have
the same performance as single-server schedulers. Normally, a single-server
scheduler has larger throughput than its corresponding multi-server sched-
uler. This is because the single-server scheduler always serves flows at full
rate NC. However, the multi-server scheduler only works at a rate equal to
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or less than NC depending on how many servers are working simultaneously.
In fact, queuing theories have pointed out that single channel has better
performance than multiple channels, provided that they have equal total
capacity [18]. Thus, multi-server system is preferable typically when single
link cannot satisfy the bandwidth requirement or there are other concerns,
such as transmission survivability.
There has been research work on Multi-Server Fair Queuing (MSFQ)
[12] which is the case where WFQ is applied to multi-server system. Just
like WFQ which is the single-server counterpart of MSFQ, MSFQ is an ap-
proximation to GPS in multi-server as shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2.
MSFQ assigns each packet a virtual time and packets are scheduled in the
increasing order of virtual times. As we mentioned early in the chapter that
multi-server scheduler’s performance is inferior to single-server scheduler and
since MSFQ assigns packets virtual times with reference to GPS, their perfor-
mance difference can be determined quantitatively. Let W (0, τ) and W¯ (0, τ)
be the total number of bits served by GPS and MSFQ during interval (0, τ)
respectively. The following inequality holds [12]:
W (0, τ)− W¯ (0, τ) ≤ (N − 1)Lmax.
As shown in the introduction, WFQ can be far ahead of GPS in terms
of amount of service, which makes WFQ unfair in the single server case.
This problem also happens to MSFQ, because MSFQ and WFQ have no
difference in scheduling mechanisms. To solve the problem in multi-server,
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MSF2Q is proposed just as WF2Q(Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing)






























Figure 2.2: GPS model for multi-servers
Although MSFQ and MSF2Q have good performance, their complexities
are high which could be a hindrance to applying them. Just as WFQ, MSFQ
requires O(n) work or O(log(n)) with improved implementation algorithm to
schedule a packet, where n is the number of active flows in the system. If n
is very large, which is possible in high speed networks, the scheduler has to
spend nontrivial time to decide which is the next packet to send. Normally,
scheduling algorithms with O(1) complexity are preferred because of their
simplicity and many Round Robin based disciplines have this advantage.
Thus, Round Robin based service disciplines are considered here to be used
in multi-server.
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2.2 Multi-Server Round Robin Scheduling Dis-
ciplines
In this section, we present and analyze two Round Robin based multi-server
scheduling disciplines, which are Multi-Server Uniform Round Robin (MS-
URR) and Multi-Server Deficit Round Robin (MS-DRR). To be simple but
without losing generality, in the thesis it is assumed that each flow is assigned
a dedicated queue in the scheduler and each server in a multi-server scheduler
has the same capacity C. In addition, we adopt the convention that a packet
is said to have been served by the server when and only when its last bit has
left the server.
2.2.1 Analysis of MS-URR
MS-URR uses the same mechanism as URR to schedule packets except that
MS-URR has multiple servers. Thus, MS-URR also has O(1) complexity as
URR. Compared to URR, the time slot structure is a bit different in MS-
URR, as shown in Figure 2.3.
In MS-URR, slots are first numbered among different servers and then
within a server. Since each server can provide at most R slots to flows in a
service round, totally at most NR slots can be shared by flows in a service
round in MS-URR. We can see that there are N time slots at any time in
MS-URR. For convenience, we call the N time slots which start at the same
time as “a column of slots”. At each assignment of a time slot, MS-URR























Figure 2.3: MS-URR slots arrangement
chooses a flow from the eligible set using the uniform time slot allocation
algorithm mentioned in Chapter 1, and the slots are assigned in the numeric
order shown in the above figure. However, here, the normalized service rate
ri is defined as ri = ρi/NC and ρi is defined as ρi = wiNC/NR, where wi
is the number of slots assigned to flow i in a service round. As in URR, all
packets begin service at the beginning of time slots in MS-URR. In case a
packet arrives within a time slot, it has to wait for later time slot assigned
to it.
A MS-URR scheduler schedules packets in the same manner as its single-
server counterpart URR scheduler with server capacity NC, and in this case
they have the same definition for ri, i.e. ri = ρi/NC. Given all flows are
backlogged, packets are scheduled in the same order by MS-URR as by URR.
Lemma 2.1 below gives a service guarantee that is provided by MS-URR.
Lemma 2.1: Consider any interval (t1, t2] in which flow i is continuously
backlogged in MS-URR. Let W MUi (t1, t2) be the service received by flow i in
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the interval. Then,
WMUi (t1, t2) ≥ ρi
(








Proof : In MS-URR, let the kth slot (1 ≤ k ≤ wi) assigned to flow i in a round
(of slot allocation based on the uniform slot allocation algorithm introduced
in Chapter 1.2.2) be the si,kth slot from the beginning of the round of slot
allocation. Since MS-URR uses the same scheduling mechanism as URR, the
following inequality still holds [7]:
(k − 1)/ri ≤ si,k < k/ri. (2.1)
Consider a period (t1, t2] during which flow i is continuously backlogged
in MS-URR. Let pli be the lth packet of flow i that arrives in the backlogged
period, and ali and d
l






































Figure 2.4: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 2.1
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As shown in Figure 2.4, let the starting time of the first time slots column
which starts at or after a1i be time 0. Then a
1
i ≥ 0− δ, where δ is the length
of a time slot. We denote the first time slot from time 0 as Slot 0, and regard
the first round which is being in service at time 0 as Round 1. Suppose there
are totally U slots of Round 1 which are served after time 0, and Ui slots
among the U slots are allocated to flow i. Then, U ≤ NR and Ui ≤ wi hold,
where wi is the number of slots that should be assigned to flow i in a service
round.
Suppose pli is served at the si,l∗th allocation slot in the o
lth allocation
round since Round 1, which is also the θlth (actually served) slot of all such
slots from Round 1 to Round ol since time 0. The relationship between
si,l∗ and l
∗ (or generally the relationship between si,k and k) is exemplified
through Figure 2.5, where for easy illustatration, the time slots are arranged
in the horizontal direction. In Figure 2.5, suppose there are 10 time slots
which can be allocated to flows in a round, namely slot 0, 1, ... , 9, and the
shaded slots are allocated to flow i. Then, for the 4th slot allocated to flow
i in that round, l∗=4 and si,4=6.
For θl, it is counted from Slot 0, and thus, it consists of the number of
allocation time slots in Round 1 after time 0, i.e. U , the number of allocation
time slots in Round ol till the slot pli is served, i.e. si,l∗ , and all the allocation
time slots between Round 1 and Round ol, i.e. NR(ol − 2). In addition, it
has to minus the number of those allocation time slots which were “skipped”
1, i.e. e(0, θl) denoting the number of slots that are “skipped” between the
1The term \skipped" is initially used in [7] to study single-server URR. It does not
mean URR or MS-URR will be idle during a \skipped" time slot when URR or MS-URR
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Figure 2.5: The relationship between si,l∗ and l
∗
first allocation slot and the θlth slot. Here, a “skipped” slot refers to the
time slot which is allocated to a flow based on the uniform slot allocation
algorithm, but since there is no packet backlogged from this specific flow,
the slot is “skipped” with regard (to the specific flow) and allocated to the
next backlogged flow. In this sense, the time slot seems to be skipped with
regard to the slot allocation to the specific flow. Note that although flow i is
continuously backlogged in the considered period, some other flows may not
always be backlogged in the period and hence some allocated slots to other
flows may be “skipped”. So, we have:




l − 2) + l∗ + Ui. (2.3)
cannot nd the corresponding ow for the allocation time slot because the ow is not
backlogged then. The \skipping" of a slot is regard to its corresponding ow while not
the system. To keep consistent with [7], the thesis also adopts the term.
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And we have:








δ ≤ dli ≤




For any two packets of flow i in the backlogged period, e.g. pxi and p
y
i (y > x),












NR(oy − ox) + (si,y∗ − si,x∗)− e(θ


















NR(oy − ox) +
y∗ − x∗ + 1
ri





(NRri(oy − ox) + (y∗ − x∗ + 1)
ri





(wi(oy − ox) + (y∗ − x∗ + 1)
ri






(y − x + 1
ri
− e(θx, θy) + (N − 1)
)
. (2.6)
(2.5) holds because by definition ri = ρi/NC and ρi = wiNC/NR and hence
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NR(oy − ox) + (si,y∗ − si,x∗)− e(θ
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(y − x− 1
ri
− e(θx, θy)− (N − 1)
)
. (2.7)
In addition, consider Round 1, which is the round being in service at




(θy + (N − 1)
N
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δ − (0− δ)
≤































(y − Ui + riU
ri
− e(0, θy) + (2N − 1)
)
. (2.8)
Suppose the xth slot assigned to the flow in Round 1, which is also the
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si,xth slot in the round, is the last such slot before time 0. There are two
cases.
Case 1: There is no such xth slot. In other words, all wi slots allocated
to the flow are after time 0. In this case, Ui = wi and hence Ui = riNR.
























− e(0, θy) + 2(N − 1)
)
(2.11)
(2.9) holds because wi = NRri as stated above. (2.10) holds because 1/ri ≥
1.
Case 2: Such x time slot exists. Then, since the total number of slots
allocated to the flow is wi, Ui = wi − x. In addition, we have the following
two sub-cases. One is that x is the immediate slot before Slot 0. For this
sub-case, we have NR = U + si,x + 1, (which holds because si,x is counted
starting from 0 as adopted in [7]). Another sub-case is that x is not the
immediate slot before Slot 0. For this sub-case, there is at least one slot
between x and Slot 0. Hence, we have NR > U + si,x + 1. Merging both
sub-cases, we get NR ≥ U + si,x + 1. Then, based on (2.1), we get
Ui = wi − x ≥ riNR− x ≥ ri(U + si,x + 1)− x
≥ riU + ri − 1 (2.12)
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− e(0, θy) + 2(N − 1)
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(2.13)








− e(0, θy) + 2(N − 1)
)
. (2.14)
For any backlogged period [t1, t2], suppose x is the last packet of flow i
whose departure time dxi satisfies d
x
i ≤ t1, and y is the first packet of flow i
whose departure time dyi satisfies d
y
i ≥ t2. If no such d
x










i (t1, t2) ≥ (y−x−1)Lc.
With inequality (2.6) and (2.14), we have:
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Therefore,
WMUi (t1, t2) ≥ (y − x− 1)Lc













































Here, (2.15) holds because δ = Lc/C. The lemma follows.2
With Lemma 2.1, the following theorem proves that an MS-URR sched-
uler is a LR server. Its proof follows from Lemma 2.1 above and Lemma 7
in [14] mentioned in Chapter 1.






Further more, the fairness bound of MS-URR is shown in the following
theorem.











Proof : For any backlogged period [t1, t2], let x be the first flow i packet whose
departure time dxi satisfies t1 ≤ d
x
i ≤ t2, and y be the last flow i packet whose
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departure time dyi satisfies t1 ≤ d
y





WMUi (t1, t2) ≤ (y − x + 1)Lc. From inequality (2.7) in the proof of Lemma
2.1, the following inequality holds:
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WMUi (t1, t2) ≤ (y − x + 1)Lc

























With inequality (2.15) in the proof of Lemma 2.1 and (2.16) here, the
theorem follows.2
Note that, for single-server URR, by letting N = 1 in Lemma 2.1, The-
orem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, the corresponding results can be obtained, which
can be easily verified to conform to those derived in the original URR work
[7].
2.2.2 Analysis of MS-DRR
In the previous section, MS-URR is analyzed and its service guarantees and
fairness bound are derived. However, MS-URR is designed only for networks
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with fixed size packets. Today, most successful and popular networks are IP
based, in which packet sizes are not fixed. Thus, it is interesting to consider
other multi-server round robin algorithms which are applicable for networks
with variable packet size. This section focuses on MS-DRR, which is the
multi-server version of DRR.
In MS-DRR, each queue is also assigned a quantum of Qi bytes in a
round and maintains a deficit counter Di to record the deficit which is set
to 0 initially. As in DRR, a queue in its turn is allowed to send packets
if it is not empty and the size of the packet to be sent is not larger than
Qi + Di −Si, where Si is the number of bytes having been sent by the queue
in the round. Each server can provide up to F bytes in a round to all flows,
and
∑n






. In MS-DRR, when a queue is allowed to send packets,
the scheduler schedules a packet from this queue to an idle server. In case
there are several idle servers, MS-DRR chooses the server which is numbered
before the others.
Let TMD[k, l] be the amount of service delivered by MS-DRR from the
beginning of the kth round to the end of the lth round, and T MDi [k, l] be
the amount of service delivered by MS-DRR to flow i from the beginning of
the kth round to the end of the lth round. Since MS-DRR has no difference
in scheduling mechanism from DRR, some properties in DRR still hold in
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MS-DRR, such as [4]:












where Dxi is the deficit counter of flow i at the end time of the xth round.
The following lemma proves a service guarantee provided by MS-DRR.
While Lemma 2.2 is slightly different from Lemma 2.1 for MS-URR, we can
still prove as shown by Theorem 2.3 that MS-DRR belongs to LR servers.
With Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.3 follows directly from Lemma 7 in [14], which
has been quoted in Chapter 1.3.
Lemma 2.2: Let s be the beginning of a backlogged period of flow i. For
any time t in the backlogged period, let W MDi (s, t) be the service received
by flow i in (s, t]. Then,










Proof : Suppose at time s when flow i becomes backlogged, several rounds
of traffic are being served in MS-DRR. For convenience, we regard the latest
round as Round 1 in which flow i starts being served. Let ek (end of the kth
round) be the time when Round k (the kth round since Round 1) finishes
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service. We get from above DRR/MS-DRR properties that:






































Figure 2.6: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 2.2
Since Round 1 is in service at time s, supposing that Round 1 begins
service from time s, we then have k complete rounds of service delivered
in (s, ek) which amounts to T
MD[1, k]. Clearly, this is the case where the
maximum amount of service T MD[1, k] can be offered by the server in (s, ek).
Under other cases where s is not the start time of Round 1, some part of
TMD[1, k] may have been delivered by the server before s and hence the
amount of service delivered in (s, ek) will be smaller than T
MD[1, k]. The
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following analysis will assume Round 1 begins service from time s. Based on
the above discussion, the obtained bounds under this case are also applicable
to other cases.
As shown in Figure 2.6, besides T MD[1, k], the amount of traffic served
by MS-DRR in (s, ek] can include packets belonging to rounds before Round
1 and packets belonging to rounds after Round k, which we denoted as RMD
and OMD respectively. At time s, there can be at most N − 1 packets
belonging to rounds before Round 1 being served. Hence RMD ≤ (N −
1)Lmax. And at time ek, in the extreme case, when the last packet of the
kth rounds has the maximum size Lmax and finishes service in one server
as shown in Figure 2.6, then the rest N − 1 servers can have served up to
(N − 1)Lmax amount of traffic belonging to rounds after Round k at time
ek, as shown in the figure. Hence, O
MD ≤ (N − 1)Lmax. Let O
MD
i be the
amount of traffic of flow i, which is served in rounds after Round k but before
time ek. Then we get that:
WMD(s, ek) ≤ T







Dkj + 2(N − 1)Lmax.
Since flow i and hence also the MS-DRR scheduler are backlogged in
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(s, ek], we have:



















NF −Qi + 2(N − 1)Lmax
NC
. (2.18)





Qi − 2(N − 1)Lmax
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− 1.
The amount of traffic of flow i delivered by MS-DRR in (s, ek] is:
WMDi (s, ek) = T
MD























= ρi(ek − s)−Qi + Qi






where (2.20) holds because ρi = QiNC/NF by definition.
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We now consider any time t in the backlogged period. Without loss of
generality, suppose ek−1 < t ≤ ek. Clearly, W
MD
i (t, ek) ≤ W
MD
i (ek−1, ek) and








i (ek−1, ek). In
(ek−1, ek], we have that W
MD




i , where T
MD
i [k, k]
is the amount of service delivered to flow i in the kth round.
Similar to DRR, the maximum amount of flow i’s traffic that can be
transmitted by MS-DRR in a round is limited by 2Qi − D
k
i [16]. In other
words, T MDi [k, k] ≤ 2Qi −D
k
i . Thus, we have:
WMDi (s, t) ≥
(
ρi(ek − s)−Qi + Qi











≥ ρi(ek − s)− 3Qi + Qi




















Like MS-URR, MS-DRR also provides a throughput fairness bound.
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Proof : Consider any time interval [t1, t2] in which Queue i and Queue j are
both continuously backlogged. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
Queue i is served before Queue j in a round in MS-DRR. Suppose Queue i
get m rounds of service opportunities in the interval, which are defined as
Round 1 to Round m for convenience. Hence, Queue j can get at least m−1
rounds of service opportunity, since MS-DRR serves one queue after another
in a round.
In the extreme case, all Queue i’s packets of the m rounds are served in
[t1, t2]. We have:
WMDi (t1, t2) = T
MD
i [1,m]





≤ mQi + Lmax, (2.22)
where T MDi [1,m] is the amount of traffic of Queue i, which is delivered in
the m rounds.
At t1, there can be at most N − 1 packets from Queue j are served in
N − 1 servers respectively. This is because Queue i is served before Queue
j and all packets of Queue j in the m rounds finish service after t1. If there
are Queue j’s packets that are served at t1, there must be at least one packet
from Queue i is served. For similar reasons, Queue j can have at most N −1
packets being served in N − 1 servers respectively at t2, if Queue j only gets
m− 1 rounds of service opportunity in the considered interval. In the worst
case all the 2(N − 1) packets of Queue j mentioned above finish service just
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out of [t1, t2]. Then,
WMDj (t1, t2) ≥ T
MD
j [1,m− 1]− 2(N − 1)Lmax




j − 2(N − 1)Lmax
≥ (m− 1)Qj − Lmax − 2(N − 1)Lmax. (2.23)
Thus, with (2.22), (2.23) and ρi = QiNC/NF ρj = QjNC/NF by definition,

















By letting N = 1, which is the case for DRR, the corresponding results
in Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 generally conform to those
derived in the original DRR work in [4] and [16]. However, there is a small
mismatch with the latency value for DRR. By letting N = 1 in Theorem 2.3,










given in [14]. Please refer to the appendix for the explanation.
Summary
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 show that both MS-URR and MS-DRR belong
to Latency-Rate servers. In addition, both MS-URR and MS-DRR can real-
ize fair queueing and provide service and delay guarantee. In a heterogenous
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network, where MS-URR or MS-DRR is used with other Latency-Rate sched-
ulers and/or Guaranteed Rate schedulers [19], the end-to-end delay bound
and service guarantees like throughput and fairness guarantee for the net-




Misordering means that the order in which the receiver receives the packets
is different from the order in which the sender sent them out. Misordering
problem is undesirable, since it may cause out-of-order packets dropped at
the receiver and decrease the throughput of an adaptive flow. This problem
may exist in a multi-server system.
3.1 MS-URR Case
For MS-URR, it is assumed that all packets have equal size. Packets starting
being served simultaneously by different servers in MS-URR come out of
the servers at the same time. Because of this, misordering can be avoided
in MS-URR. In particular, by properly selecting the tie-breaking rules for
packets simultaneously received by the receiver, the same order of packets
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arriving at MS-URR can be recovered at the receiver. For example, suppose
the MS-URR scheduler schedules packets to available servers in the order
from Server 1 to Server N . Then, at the receiver, if packets come out at the
same time, we can make the tie-breaking rule to order packets from Server 1
to Server N to avoid out-of-order packets.
3.2 MS-DRR Case
For MS-DRR, if all packets have equal length, misordering can be avoided
by using the same way as for MS-URR. However, if packet sizes are differ-
ent, misordering is high likely to happen. Let us look at the cause of this









Figure 3.1: Misordering problem with MS-DRR
In Figure 3.1, Queue 1 has two packets. Packet 1 is much longer than
Packet 2 and Packet 1 is in front of Packet 2. If at this moment all the servers
are free, then Packet 1 and Packet 2 are scheduled to Server1 and Server2
respectively at the same time. Note that we have adopted the convention
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that a packet is said to have been served by the server when and only when
its last bit has left the server. Obviously, Packet 2 leaves the servers before
Packet 1, and thus their order is reversed. This example shows that the
misordering problem happens because the sizes of packets are different and
packets of the same flow can be served simultaneously by different servers.
We can derive a bound on the misordering probability based on the
packet size distribution of a flow. Suppose, for a flow, its packet sizes have
probability distribution function (PDF) f(x). Let Lk and Lk+1 be the sizes of
the kth and (k +1)st packets of the flow respectively. Then, the misordering
probability of the flow after passing through a MS-DRR scheduler is bounded
by:
Pbound = P (Lk > Lk+1)




f(x) ∗ f(−x)dx, (3.1)
where f1 ∗ f2 is defined as the convolution of the two functions. For exam-
ple, for a flow with uniformly or exponentially distributed packet sizes, the
misordering probability bound is 50%, because for uniform and exponential
distribution, P (Lk > Lk+1) = 50% according to the convolution arithmetics.
In addition to packet size distribution, misordering has much relation
with flow rate, the number of flows in the system and the number of servers.
The probability for misordering to happen in a flow reaches the maximum
when the flow is the only one being served by the MS-DRR scheduler and
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the queue assigned for the flow is always backlogged by it. This is because
in this case, packets from the flow are scheduled right after the last, which
makes them have better chance to be served simultaneously. We call the
probability in this case “maximum misordering probability (Pmax)”.
To verify the misordering probability bound given in (3.1), simulations
are conducted in the following section to see if Pmax is always less than or
equal to Pbound, i.e. Pmax ≤ Pbound. Moreover, the factors affecting the
misordering probability are also observed in the simulations.
3.3 Simulation Results of Misordering Prob-
ability in MS-DRR
A simple simulation network, as shown in Figure 3.2, is adopted. There
are 10 source nodes: s0 to s9, two intermediate nodes: n0 and n1, and one
destination node: “Dest”. There are more than 1 link between n0 and n1 in
the network. The network uses MS-DRR for the links between n0 and n1,
and each link between n0 and n1 corresponds to a server in MS-DRR. Note
that the total capacity of links between n0 and n1 keeps 10Mbps no matter
how many links there are. The simulator is ns2.
We investigate two factors which can affect the misordering probability
of a flow. The first factor is the number of servers and the second factor is
the traffic rate of the flow. Thus, two cases are investigated in the simulation.
For the first case to observe the effect of number of servers, we made



















Figure 3.2: Network with multiple links between n0 and n1
s0 generate a single CBR flow, namely flow 0, and all other sources idle.
We kept flow 0 backlogging the queue assigned for it at n0, and computed
the misordering probability with its packets received by the destination. As
described above, the misordering probability obtained in the situation is
Pmax. Thus, in addition to observng the effect of number of servers, Pmax ≤
Pbound can also be verified in the first case.
For the second case to observe the effect of traffic rate of a flow, we made
other source nodes, i.e. s1 to s9, also generate CBR flows into the network
and each of them is allowed to generate more than 1 flow. All the flows
generated from s1 to s9 have the same mean rate of 0.5Mbps. All packets
in the simulations have the same packet size distribution, e.g. uniformly
distributed. The links between n0 and n1 can totally serve up to 5000 bytes
amount of traffic in a round. Every other flow except flow 0 is assigned
a quantum of 250bytes by MS-DRR, while flow 0 is a “greedy flow” which
always uses up the rest capacity of the links between n0 and n1. For example,
if there are totally k (1 ≤ k ≤ 19) flows from s1 to s9, then the mean rate of
flow 0 is (10− 0.5k)Mbps and the quantum of flow 0 is (5000− 250k)bytes.
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In the following, we present and discuss results obtained for the two cases
under two scenarios where packet flows had different packet size distributions.
Scenario 1: Packet size of all flows is exponentially distributed with
average packet size equals to 200bytes
Figure 3.3(a) shows the effect of number of servers on the misordering
probability. In the figure, x-axis is the number of links “N”; y-axis is the
misordering probability “P” of flow 0. The lower curve is the case where flow
0 is the only flow in the network. In this case, the maximum misordering
probability may be reached. In the figure, Pmax represents the observed
misordering probability in the case. We can see that Pmax is less than the
theoretical probability bound derived from (3.1) which is 50%. In addition, as
the number of links between n0 and n1 increases, the probability increases
too. The reason is that as N increases, the MS-DRR scheduler can have
more packets transmitted simultaneously and this increases the chance for
misordering to happen. If N is big enough so that all backlogged packets of
a flow can start being served at the same time, the maximum misordering
probability would reach the derived misordering probability bound.
Then let us look at the effect of flow traffic rate on the misordering
probability of the flow. In Figure 3.3(b), x-axis is the number of links “N”,
y-axis is the number of flows “n”, and the z-axis is the misordering probability
“P”. The lower graph in the figure represents the observed results in cases
where all other sources also generated flows into the network. We can see from
the figure that as the number of flows increases or interchangeably the traffic
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Figure 3.3: Misordering probability of MS-DRR: Scenario 1
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rate of flow 0 decreases , the misordering probability of flow 0 decreases. The
reason is that when the traffic rate of flow 0 decreases, packets of flow 0 have
less chances to be served simultaneously when sharing servers with other
flows and larger interval between packets. Hence its misordering probability
decreases.






Figure 3.4: Tri-modal packet size distribution in Internet
According to some investigation, packet sizes of Internet traffic are far
from exponential or uniform distribution. In [20], it is reported that the
typical packet size distribution in Internet is tri-modal: about 75% of packet
are around 44 bytes, about 12.5% are around 552 to 572 bytes and about
12.5% are around 1500 bytes, as shown in Fig 3.4.
In this scenario, we investigated the misordering probability under a
similar packet size distribution as Internet traffic. In particular, we made
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Figure 3.5: Misordering probability of MS-DRR: Scenario 2
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sources generate flows with 75% packets being 40 bytes, 12.5% being 560
bytes and 12.5% being 1500 bytes, and run simulations as for Scenario 1. Ac-
cording to (3.1), we can derive the theoretical misordering probability bound
as Pbound = 75% × 12.5% + 75% × 12.5% + 12.5% × 12.5% = 0.203125. Refer-
ring to Figure 3.5(a), we can see that the maximum misordering probability
observed in the simulation also does not exceed the theoretical misordering
probability bound. Except for the misordering probability bound and the
maximum misordering probability, we can see from Figure 3.5(b) similar ef-
fects of number of servers and traffic rate on the misordering probability of
the flow in Scenario 2 as in Scenario 1.
3.4 Side Effect of Misordering
Misordering has some negative impact on network performance. For non-
adaptive flows, like UDP flows, it may cause out-of-order packets dropped
at the receiver. For adaptive flows like TCP flows, misordering can make
the TCP sender mistake that congestion happens in the network and then
enter a congestion avoid phase, which in turn decreases its throughput. The
reason behind it is that most of the TCP implementations, like Tahoe [21],
Reno [22] or New Reno [23], have a “Fast Retransmit Algorithm”. The TCP
receiver generates a duplicate ACK when an out-of-order segment is received
and sends it out immediately. This duplicate ACK is to inform the TCP
sender that a segment was received out of order, and to tell the sender its
expecting sequence number. It is assumed in common TCP implementations
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that if it is just a reordering of the segments, there normally will be only
one or two duplicate ACKs before the reordered segment is processed, which
will then generate a new ACK. However if three or more duplicate ACKs
are received in a row, it is a strong indication that a segment has been
lost. The fast retransmission algorithm in the TCP sender then performs a
retransmission of what appears to be the missing segment without waiting
for a retransmission timer to expire and the TCP sender starts a congestion



























Figure 3.6: Cause of TCP retransmission
In a multi-server scheduler, it is possible that misordering can cause
the receiver to generate three consecutive duplicate ACKs even when the
network is not congested. For example, suppose the sender sent four consec-
utive packets in the increasing order, namely p1, p2, p3 and p4. Among the
four packets, p1 is much larger than the other three, as shown in Figure 3.6.
Suppose that they are reordered to p2, p3, p4 and p1 after passing through
a multi-server system. When p2, p3 and p4 arrive at the receiver, each of
them triggers a duplicate ACK for p1 being sent by the receiver to indicate a
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reordering. Finally, three consecutive duplicate ACKs are generated to indi-
cate that p1 was “lost”. However, in fact in this case, there is no congestion
in the network at all and p1 was not lost but finally reached the receiver.
Figure 3.7 shows the effect of misordering on a Reno TCP session. The
simulation is done in the network shown in Figure 3.2. In the simulation s0
is a TCP host which generates a TCP flow with exponentially distributed
packet size. The number of links between n0 and n1 keeps at 10. As shown
in Figure 3.7, misordering happened in the links between n0 and n1, which
caused several retransmission to the TCP session. The congestion window
size of the TCP host of s0 was reduced to 10 for each retransmission, which
in turn affected the throughput of the session. However, when there is only 1
link between n0 ad n1, there is no misordering happening and the congestion
window size of a TCP session increased smoothly unless it encountered a
real congestion in the network, as shown in Figure 3.8. Misordering has
become a main drawback of multi-server since it can decrease the throughput
performance of networks. Thus, it is necessary to solve the problem in multi-
server. In the next chapter, two solutions are proposed to deal with the
problem.
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Figure 3.8: Congestion window size without misordering
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Summary
Multi-server systems are used in networks mainly because they can provide
more bandwidth to packet flows. However, the possible misordering problem
compromises the advantages of multi-server systems. Even more, misordering
harms the deployment of QoS in multi-server schedulers. To fully take the
advantages of multi-server system without bringing about negative effect, the
misordering problem should be solved. In the next chapter we propose two
tentative solutions to the problem.
Chapter 4
Solutions to Misordering
Since the misordering problem in multi-server scheduling can be harmful to
network performance, it is necessary to alleviate or get rid of this problem
in multi-server scheduler. In this chapter, we discuss some possible solutions
to deal with the misordering problem.
4.1 Fragmentation and Assembling
No misordering happens in MS-URR scheduler, because all packets are sup-
posed to have equal length in MS-URR. For misordering to happen, the
following condition must be satisfied, i.e.
P (Li > Li+1) > 0, (4.1)
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where “P” stands for probability. It means that only when the packet sizes
are variable in the system can misordering happen. Thus, if all the packets in
the system have equal size, the misordering can be eliminated as in MS-URR.
In this case, orderly transmission of packets can be done with the assistance of
predefined sending and receiving rules. The solution described in this section
is based on this fact, and we call it “Fragmentation and Assembling”. The
main idea of the scheme is to possibly “fragmentate” a packet into several
pieces and let all pieces in the network have fix length. Of course, these pieces
must carry additional information on which packet before cutting they belong
to and their relative orders. Pieces instead of packets are used as basic units
for scheduling. Since all pieces have equal length, no misordering can happen.
After the receiver get the pieces, it assembles those pieces and recovers them
to packets after extracting the necessary information from the headers of
pieces.
There can be many ways to implement this scheme. For example, the
existing “IP over ATM ” technology can be used, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The link layer beneath IP layer can adopt ATM technology, where IP packets
are transformed to 53 bytes long ATM cells at the ATM layer. Then multi-
server schedulers can thus be implemented in ATM layer to schedule ATM
cells so as to avoid misordering.
The “fragmentation and assembling” scheme can completely eliminate
misordering. Without misordering, the benefits of multi-server system, such
as large capacity and fault tolerance, can be fully exploited. However, this
solution brings about some complexity and overhead. Extra processes like
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Figure 4.1: IP over ATM
fragmentation and assembling should be included. Overhead is also added
in because each fragment should carry additional information for correct
assembling at the receiver, which is a waste of network resources. Thus, it
is desirable to seek other ways which are both efficient in utilizing network
resources and effective in dealing with misordering.
To reach the objective, it is reasonable to consider a simple scheduling
discipline which is able to alleviate misordering (but not to eliminate it).
There are several considerations for alleviating misordering instead of elim-
inating it. First, if a packet of a TCP flow falls behind only one or two
packets, in other words misordering only happens within three packets, the
receiver of the TCP session is capable of recovering the correct order with its
fault tolerance function. Second, although it is possible that a packet in a
TCP flow can fall behind three packets at the receiver after passing through
a multi-server system, the possibility is small. Let Pm denote the probability.

























In the above development, we assume that the sizes of packets in a flow are
independent. If the packets size of a TCP flow are uniformly distributed,
then the maximum probability is 0.53 = 0.125 according to the results. In
real situation, the probability is even smaller when the flow is aggregated
with other flows. Thus, lowering the overall misordering probability in the
system can possibly make Pm approaching 0. Third, for UDP flows, a small
misordering probability would not have much effect to them, since in the
Internet only 10% of the packets belong to UDP traffic [20]. Thus, it is
reasonable to decrease the misordering probability but not to eliminated it
without bringing much negative effect to the performance of the network.
4.2 Rate Controlled Multi-Server First In and
First Out
In this section, Rate Controlled MS-FIFO is proposed to alleviate the misor-
dering problem. The main idea of MS-FIFO to decrease misordering prob-
ability is adding rate controllers, e.g. leaky buckets, to each incoming flow
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and aggregating all the incoming flows into one by putting all the packets
in a FIFO queue, as shown in Figure 4.2. Thus, MS-FIFO is not a Round
Robin based multi-server discipline. MS-FIFO chooses the least number of
servers with total capacity equal to or larger than the overall input flow
rates. By this way, firstly, packets from all the flows are interleaved together
and packets from the same flow are dispersed among other flows’ packets,
which decreases the probability for packets of the same flow being served
simultaneously. Secondly, utilizing the least number of servers can decrease









Figure 4.2: MS-FIFO structure
Although using FIFO queue, fair queueing can still be guaranteed by
adding leaky buckets which limit the traffic incoming rate of a flow, e.g. flow
i, to its allocated service rate ρi. Suppose in any period (t1, t2) in which flow i
is continuously backlogged in the leaky bucket queue, there are n active flows
in the Rate Controlled MS-FIFO scheduler. Let Wi(t1, t2) be the amount of
service received by flow i in the period and ρi the service rate allocated to
flow i. Let pki be the last packet of flow i ,whose service start time s
k
i is equal
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to or less than t1, i.e. s
k
i ≤ t1. If no such packet exists, let k ≡ 0. Let p
l
i be
the first packet of flow i, whose departure time dli is equal to or larger than
t2, i.e. d
l










where Lji is the size of packet j of flow i.
Since the incoming traffic rates of flows are controlled by leaky buckets,
the overall traffic queued in the FIFO queue from pki (include p
k
i ) to p
l
i(include




















+ Lli + (n− 1)Lmax,
where (n − 1)Lmax is for the worst case that each of the other n − 1 flows
may contributes a packet of maximum size before pli.
Recall the proof of Lemma 2.2 in Chapter 2, just like the worst case
illustrated in Figure 2.6, the overall traffic can be served by MS-FIFO in
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(ski , d
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i] + 2(N − 1)Lmax. Thus, we have:
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Inequality (4.4) is actually the service curve of Rate Controlled MS-
FIFO, from which the minimum service that a flow can receive during a
period and the maximum queueing delay that packets from the flow can
experience can be determined. With (4.4) and the support of Lemma 7 in
[14], Rate Controlled MS-FIFO can also be proved to be a Latency-Rate





Rate Controlled MS-FIFO is supposed to be able to lower the misorder-
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ing probability since it interleaves all the packets from input flows and thus
decreases the probability for the packets from the same flow to be served
simultaneously. Simulations are conducted in the following to see if Rate
Controlled MS-FIFO can lower misordering probability compared with MS-
DRR and MSFQ. The simulation network adopted here is identical to the
one in Chapter 3, which is shown in Figure 4.3. There are ten source nodes,
i.e. s0 to s9 in the network and the total capacity of the links between n0 and
n1 keeps at 10Mbps no matter how many links there are. In the simulation,
each node generates a CBR flow with traffic rate of 1Mbps. There are 10
flows in all, i.e. flow 0 to flow 9, in the simulation and all the flows have
the same packet size distribution. The misordering probability of flow 0 is




















Figure 4.3: Simulation network
Scenario 1: Uniformly distributed packet size
In this Scenario, the sizes of all the packets generated are uniformly
distributed in [20, 1420] bytes. We vary the number of links between n0
and n1. The misordering probability of flow 0 from s0 is computed with its
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packets received by the destination. As for the scheduler in n0, MS-FIFO,
MSFQ and MS-DRR are used respectively and the misordering probabilities
of flow 0 under these 3 cases are compared. Both MSFQ and MS-DRR assign
a queue for each incoming link.
As shown in Figure 4.4 where the x-axis is the number of links “N” and
y-axis is the misordering probability “P”, it can be found that MS-FIFO has
lower misordering probability than MSFQ and MS-DRR.
Scenario 2: Packet size distribution simulating the Internet
In this scenario, we investigated the misordering probability under a
similar packet size distribution as Internet traffic described in Chapter 3. In
particular, the sources in the simulation generate flows with 75% packets
being 40 bytes, 12.5% being 560 bytes and 12.5% being 1500 bytes. The
simulation is run in the same way as Scenario 1. As shown in Figure 4.5,
MS-FIFO still has lower misordering probability than MS-DRR and MSFQ
in this case.
Simulation results show that Rate Controlled MS-FIFO has lower proba-
bility than MSFQ and MS-DRR. The misordering probability can be lowered
to around 0.1 by Rate Controlled MS-FIFO. The possible reason is that MS-
FIFO interleaves the packets from all the flows, which decreases the chance
for packets from the same flow being served simultaneously. However, MS-
FIFO lowers the misordering probability at the expense of service guarantee,
which is intuitive from the comparison between the latency values of Rate
Controlled MS-FIFO and MS-DRR.












Figure 4.4: Comparison of misordering probability between MS-FIFO,












Figure 4.5: Comparison of misordering probability between MS-FIFO,
MS-DRR and MSFQ: Scenario 2
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Summary
In this chapter, a scheme named “Fragmentation and Assembling” is pro-
posed to eliminate the misordering problem. “Fragmentation and Assem-
bling” is favored because it can get rid of misordering. Without misordering,
the advantages of multi-server systems can be efficiently used. However, some
extra processes like fragmentation and assemble are needed and overhead is
also added in. Another scheme named Rate Controlled MS-FIFO is also put
forward in the chapter. Although Rate Controlled MS-FIFO cannot elimi-
nate misordering, it does lower the misordering probability compared with
MSFQ and MS-DRR. Rate Controlled MS-FIFO is based on the considera-
tion that a small amount of misorderings will not affect network performance
significantly. Compared with “Fragmentation and Assembling”, Rate Con-
trolled MS-FIFO is simple but not as effective in dealing with misordering
as the former. Although two solutions are proposed in the chapter, how-





In the thesis, two Round Robin based multi-server scheduling disciplines
intended for different networks have been investigated, i.e. MS-URR for
fixed packet size networks and MS-DRR for variable packet size networks.
To describe the performance of MS-URR and MS-DRR, we used the concept
of Latency-Rate servers [14] and fairness measure [6] which are shown in
Chapter 1. With mathematical analysis, it is found that both MS-URR and
MS-DRR can provide service guarantees to flows. Moreover, both MS-URR
and MS-DRR belong to the Latency-Rate servers family, which indicates
that if MS-URR or MS-DRR is used with other Latency-Rate servers in
the network, network wide delay and buffer requirements can bounded. In
addition to service guarantee, MS-URR and MS-DRR are proved to be fair
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in the sense that they can guarantee a fairness bound.
The thesis discussed the misordering problem which may happen in a
multi-server scheduler. There is no much work has been conducted on the
misordering problem in the literature and our work investigated the problem
for the first time. In particular, Chapter 3 illustrats the cause of misordering
problem and negative effect of misordering, and presents a bound for the
misordering probability in MS-DRR given the packet size distribution of a
flow.
Since misordering can affect network performance, two tentative solu-
tions are proposed in the thesis to solve the problem. Though the “Fragmen-
tation and Assembling” solution needs some extra processes and overhead,
it can eliminate the misordering problem. In contrast, Rate Controlled MS-
FIFO is simple but cannot fully get rid of the problem.
MS-URR and MS-DRR require only O(1) work to process a packet.
They could be adopted in high speed networks. Hence, results presented in
this thesis may be used as a basis for analyzing such networks. In addition
to networks, multi-server schedulers can be applied to many other fields, like
multi-processors, multi-receivers in wireless network and multi-path storage
I/O. In the following, some specific examples are given.
5.2 Application of Multi-Server Scheduling
In the network field, link aggregation is the most typical application of multi-
servers. Link aggregation in Ethernet is standardized in 802.ad [11]. Eth-
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ernet link aggregation allows the grouping of several network interfaces for
large capacity and transmission survivability. This technique is becoming
popular since it is cost-effective and fault tolerant for incrementally scaling
the network I/O capacity of the current high-end switches and servers [12].
Our MS-URR and MS-DRR scheme can be used in link aggregation to pro-
vide QoS guarantee with low complexity. Another possible application of
multi-server systems in network field is DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing), where an optical link can allow several wavelengths operating
at different frequencies. Each of the wavelengths can be regarded as a link.
In a packets switching DWDM network, MS-DRR and MS-URR can be used
in an OXC( Optical Cross Connector) to provide QoS.
Multi-server systems can also be used in computer architectures where
multiple processors can be installed. Nowadays, many computer servers
adopt dual or more processors to enhance their processing capabilities. When
using multiple processors, there arises the problem of how to distribute works
to different processors. Till now, most of the processors allocate a fixed time
slot to different processes. Thus, MS-URR can be used in multi-processor
computer servers to schedule tasks.
There are many other applications of multi-server systems. For in-
stances, multi-path storage I/O, multi-receivers in wireless network, etc.
Compared to single-server systems, multi-server systems are appealing since
they offer additional features such as large capacity and fault tolerance.
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5.3 Further Research
Although some investigation work, such as the analysis of MS-URR and MS-
DDR, discussion on misordering problem and possible solutions to misorder-
ing, has been conducted in the thesis, there are still some issues left unsolved,
which need future research. One of these issues is to find out the relationship
between the misordering bound and the number of servers, since this thesis
only gives a maximum bound which does not reflect the relationship between
the number of servers and misordering probability bound. Another issue is
to further the research work on solving misordering problem. Although two
methods dealing with misordering are proposed in the thesis, both of them
have nontrivial drawbacks. Thus, one of our further research is to find a
improved substitute for them. Our further work may also investigate the
network wide misordering problem which may result from either single node
or multiple paths.
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Appendix A
Inaccuracy In Proof of Lemma
3.10 in [16]
In this Appendix, we present the inaccuracy in the proof of Lemma 3.10 in
[16], which in turn makes its conclusion questionable.
The latency of DRR, 3F−2Qi
C
, is given in [14], whose proof is actually
provided in [16] and particularly is based on Lemma 3.10 in [16] quoted as
follows:
Lemma 3.10: Let t0 be the beginning of a backlogged period of
session i in a Deficit Round Robin server. Then, at any time t
during the backlogged period,
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In proving Lemma 3.10 in [16], two cases are considered. These two
cases can be understood as follows. Consider any time t in the kth round.
For Case 1, it is assumed that from t to the end of the kth round, the amount
of connection i traffic transmitted is more than φi. For Case 2, such amount
is less than or equal to φi.
While for Case 1 there is a small mistake, which is t ≤ tk − (φi/r + D
k
i )
should be t ≤ tk − φi/r in the description, this mistake does not affect the
correctness of the inequality for this case. However, for Case 2, it is not
clear why its first step uses φi − D
k
i instead of φi. Note that based on the
assumption for Case 2, it should be the latter (while not the former) that
should be used. If the latter is used in the derivation, what can be obtained
is the latency value 3F−Qi
C
stated in the introduction of the thesis for DRR.
We have also managed to find possible fixes for the proof of Lemma 3.10
in [16]. One is to modify the two cases to the following two cases: For Case
1, assume Dk−1i > 0 and for Case 2, assume D
k−1
i = 0. With this, we know
that the amount of connection i traffic served in the kth round is bounded
by φi − D
k
i which solves the problem with the initial Case 2. However, we
now have problem with Case 1, since we cannot get the required relationship
t ≤ tk − φi/r for getting the result presented in the initial Case 1. We tried
several other possible fixes, but none worked. We conclude that the proof of
Lemma 3.10 in [16] and hence the latency value for DRR given in [14] and
[16] are questionable.
If one also wants to check the validity of the proof of Lemma 3.10 in [16],
please find [16] from http://www.bell-labs.com/user/stiliadi/dis.ps.Z and the
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proof from pages 95-97.
